Abstract
Introduction
Imbalanced data learning has recently begun to receive considerable attention for the reason of traditional machine learning methods fail to achieve satisfactory results due to the skewed class distribution. Although Support Vector Machines (SVM) has been extensively studied and has shown remarkable success in many application areas ranging from image retrieval to text classification, the performance of SVM drops significantly [1] when facing imbalanced datasets, where the number of negative instances far outnumbers the positive instances. The factors behind such decrease have already been discussed in other paper [2] . And he have pointed out that it is difficult to avoid such decrease when trying to improve the efficient of SVM on imbalanced datasets by modifying the algorithm itself only .Therefore, as the pretreatment of data, sampling is a popular strategy to handle the class imbalance problem since it re-balances the dataset directly. While the samples selection is a typical combinational optimization problem with exponential complexity.
Recent research on protein domain boundary prediction has been mainly based on widely known machine learning techniques such as Artificial Neural Network, SVM. However the prediction accuracy is not proved subject to the imbalance between the core domain and the boundary.
In this paper, we propose a novel sampling method based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) to rebalance the training dataset for SVM.
Given a query sequence, our method starts by searching the protein sequence database and generating a multiple alignment of all significant hits. The columns of the multiple alignments are analyzed using a variety of sources to define scores that reflect the domain-information-content of alignment columns. Information theory based principles are employed to maximize the information content. We realize the boundary positions are far less than core-domain and take the protein domain prediction as imbalanced data learning problem. In the remainder of this paper, the negatives, i.e., the core domains are always taken to be the majority class and the positives, i.e., the boundary positions, are the minority class. Before SVM learning, sampling based on GA work on. In order to evaluating the final classifiers more impartiality, AUC (Area Under ROC Curve) is employed as the fitness function in GA. The experiment compares the under-sample and over-sample technique in GA sampling. The experimental results show that the sampling strategy based on GA outperforms the random sampling method. And our method is prior to individual SVM for protein domain boundary prediction. The accuracy of the prediction is about 70% with the AUC value 0.905.
Related Work

Imbalanced Data
Approaches for addressing the imbalanced training data problem can be divided into two main categories: the data processing approach and the algorithmic approach. The data processing approach can be further divided into two methods: under-sample the majority class, and over-sample the minority class. 2.1.1. SVM. Support Vector machines (SVM) are novel statistical learning techniques that can be seen as typical novel methods for training classifiers based on polynomial functions, radial basis functions, neural networks, splines or other functions. Without loss of generality we choose the SVM coupled with the RBF kernel widely used in pattern recognition.
Given a set of labeled instances X train ={x i , y i } and a kernel function K SVM finds the optimal D i for each x i to maximize the margin J between the hyperplane and the closest instances to it. The class prediction for a new test instance x is made through:
where b is the threshold. As above, it is difficult to avoid such decrease when trying to improve the efficient of SVM on imbalanced datasets by modifying the algorithm itself only.
Sampling Method.
Sampling is a popular strategy to handle the class imbalance problem since it straightforwardly re-balances the data at the data processing stage, and therefore can be employed with any classification algorithm [4] . As one of the successful over-sampling methods, the SMOTE algorithm [5] over-samples the minority class by generating interpolated data. In [6, 7] the integrated sampling technique, with an ensemble of SVM to improve the prediction performance, combines both over-sampling and under-sampling technique.
Protein Domain Prediction
Protein domains are considered the basic units for protein folding, evolution and function. With the rapid growth in the number of sequences without known structures, it is increasingly important to accurately define protein structural domains and predict domain boundaries. Recent research on protein domain boundary prediction has been mainly based on widely known machine learning techniques such as Artificial Neural Network, SVM. In the various machine learners there are mainly two kinds of information used to feature extraction: protein secondary structure and amino acid composition. DOMpro [8] uses secondary structure, evolutionary information and solvent accessibility information with a recursive neural network; DomSSEA [9] uses predicted secondary structure; SSEPDomain [10] predicts domains by combining information of secondary structure element alignments. On the other hand, Armidillo [11] uses the amino acids composition to predict domain boundaries; the Nagarajan's method [12] is based on analyzing multiple sequence alignments from database searches, position specific physio-chemical properties of amino acids; and DomainDiscovery [13] uses SVM from sequence information including domain linker index. There are also integrated method, such as Albert Y Z. [14] use PSSM, secondary structure, solvent accessibility information and inter-domain linker index to detect possible domain boundaries.
Although a large of number of machine learning based methods have showed their superior performance in protein domain prediction, the overall accuracy of sequence-based methods has been reported in the range of 50 to 70%. The protein domain boundary positions are far less than core-domain. As the analysis in section 2.1, the performance of SVM drops significantly when faced with imbalanced datasets, so as the other traditional machine learners.
Proposed Method
Overview of the Method
Given a query sequence, our algorithm starts by searching the local sequences database and generating a multiple alignment of all significant hits. The columns of the multiple alignments are analyzed using a variety of sources to define scores that reflect the domain-information-content of alignment columns.
Figure 1 Outline of the proposed method
Information theory based principles are employed to maximize the information content. Besides we get a feature extracted from the conformational entropy of a protein sequence. Thus we get an imbalanced training data set. Next we resample the data set and form N population initialization in Genetic Algorithm. We test respectively the two sampling techniques: oversampling on minority and under-sampling on majority. SVM learn on each re-sampling training data set and corresponding AUC value is computed. The population is updated by three basic genetic operators, such as reproduction, crossover, mutation, according to the fitness value of AUC. The process of SVM learning and genetic population updated is iterated until convergence or reaching the max iteration. An overview of our method is depicted in Figure 1. Firstly the query sequence has to been search using BLAST in local protein sequences database. To quantify the likelihood that a sequence position is core domain, or the domain boundary we defined six measures based on the multiple alignments that reflect structural properties of proteins. Information theory based principles are employed to maximize the information content. Besides we quote an approach relating the protein sequence and structure as a domain boundary feature. The simple physical approach is based on the fact that the unique three dimensional structure of protein is a result of the balance between the gain of attractive native interactions and the loss of conformational entropy. All the features detailed computations have been given in our previous paper [15] .
Datasets and Feature Extraction in
Sampling Based on Genetic Algorithm
One major research direction to overcome the class imbalance problem is to resample the original training dataset, either by over-sampling the minority class or under-sampling the majority class until the classes are represented in a more balanced way. Under-sampling may discard useful data that could be important for the learning process. Over-sampling causes longer training time and inefficiency in terms of memory due to the increased number of training instances and it suffers from high computational costs for preprocessing the data. Thus it is important to select optimal learning samples for the classifier. And the samples selection is a typical combinational optimization problem with exponential complexity.
Genetic algorithms are parallel, global search techniques that emulate natural genetic operators [16] . Because a GA simultaneously evaluates many points in the parameter space, it is more likely to converge to the global solution. Global optimization can be achieved via a number of genetic operators, e.g., reproduction, mutation and crossover. GA is more suitable to the samples selection as GA success in other combinational optimization problem.
A simple Genetic Algorithm is an iterative procedure, which maintains a constant size population N of candidate solutions. During each iteration step (generation) three genetic operators (reproduction, crossover, and mutation) are performing to generate new populations (offspring), and the chromosomes of the new populations are evaluated via the value of the fitness which is related to cost function. Based on these genetic operators and the evaluations, the better new populations of candidate solution are formed. 3.3.1. Genetic Coding and decoding. GA works with a population of binary string. For simplicity and convenience, binary coding is used in this paper. For over-sampling the minority class the duplicated minority index in the original imbalanced training dataset would be coded as binary string of 0's and 1's with the same length as majority's. In the binary string 1 means the corresponding minority sample would be selected to rebalanced training dataset for the reason of duplication the same sample could be multiply selected. Similarly, for under-sampling the majority class the majority index in the original dataset would be coded as binary string of 0's and 1's with the same length as minority. In the binary string 0 means the corresponding majority sample would not be selected to rebalanced training dataset. Because of the imbalance between majority and minority, there would be many majority samples lost.
Genetic operators.
Crossover is the primary genetic operator, which promotes the exploration of new regions in the search space. For a pair of parents selected from the population the recombination operation divides two strings of bits into segments by setting a crossover point at random, i.e. Single Point Crossover. The segments of bits from the parents behind the crossover point are exchanged with each other to generate their offspring. The mixture is performed by choosing a point of the strings randomly, and switching their segments to the left of this point. The new strings belong to the next generation of possible solutions. The strings to be crossed are selected according to their scores using the roulette wheel. Thus, the strings with larger scores have more chances to be mixed with other strings because all the copies in the roulette have the same probability to be selected.
Mutation is a secondary operator and prevents the premature stopping of the algorithm in a local solution. The mutation operator is defined by a random bit value change in a chosen string with a low probability of such change. The mutation adds a random search character to the genetic algorithm, and it is necessary to avoid that, after some generations, all possible solutions were very similar ones. All strings and bits have the same probability of mutation.
Reproduction is based on the principle of survival of the better fitness. It is an operator that obtains a fixed number of copies of solutions according to their fitness value. If the score increases, then the number of copies increases too. A score value is of associated to a given solution according to its distance of the optimal solution (closer distances to the optimal solution mean higher scores). 3.3.3. Fitness of AUC. The evaluation of a chromosome is done to test its "fitness" as a solution, and is achieved, typically, by making use of a mathematical formula known as an objective function (non-mathematical approaches have also been used). The objective function plays the role of the environment in natural evolution by rating individuals in terms of their fitness. Choosing and formulating an appropriate objective function is crucial to the efficient solution of any given genetic algorithm problem. In our case, selecting the optimal samples set for SVM classifier, a fitness function is the value of Area Under Roc Curve (AUC).
Traditionally, evaluation of a learned model is done by minimizing an estimation of a generalization error or some other related measures [17] . However, accuracy (the rate of correct classification) of a classifier, which is the most frequently used performance measure, is not necessarily a good one. In fact, when the data are strongly imbalanced, accuracy may be misleading since the all-positive or all-negative classifier may achieve a very good classification rate. And situations for which data sets are imbalanced arise frequently in real-world problems and in these cases; model evaluation is done by means of other criteria than accuracy [18] .
Metrics extracted from ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve can be a good alternative for model evaluation, since they can make the difference between errors on positive or negative examples. The most frequently used performance measure extracted from the ROC curve is the value of the area under the curve, commonly denoted as AUC. And Charles [19] proved that AUC is a better measure than accuracy.
The AUC refers to the true distribution of positive and negative instants, but it can be estimated using a sample. The normalized Wicoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic [20] gives the maximum likelihood estimate of the true AUC given n+ positive and n-negative samples:
The two sums in Eq. (4) 
Experimental Results
Parameters Setting
In our experiments, for the SVM, the most important parameters is C and V 2 . According to our previous paper the SVM on the dataset of protein domain prediction is insensitive to the two parameters. Thus we choose the pair of C and V 2 with (64, 1) for the consideration of the training speed.
For the sampling based on GA, there are several parameters. The number of population in GA is 40 as usual. Two probabilities are involved in genetic operator: the crossover probability is 0.8 and the mutation one is 0.35. If the genetic algorithm could not converge, it will be terminated at maximum iteration=100.
Speed-up Tricks
During every population updating in GA, the SVM has to be training 2N times, that N is the number of population. Therefore accelerating convergence of GA is the key to the problem. We firstly train the SVM on original imbalanced dataset in order to obtain the support vectors which will be sampled in initial population of GA. On the other hand, for oversampling on the minority, the SVM will be over learning if there are multiple minorities in initial population. And the GA would not be converged.
Results
We test respectively the two sampling techniques: over-sampling on minority and under-sampling on majority. The convergence model and experimental results of the two sampling techniques are showed in Figure 2 . The initial AUC is the unique for their identical initial population in GA. While the under-sampling method fast converged to the approximate optimal solution , with the AUC value 0.905, the other is low convergence rate because the search space in oversampling technique are more than in the undersampling one. The reason of low AUC value in oversampling technique is that the SVM over learning leads to the classifier performance degradation.
We also compare our proposed method with others and the results showed in Table 1 . Although the individual SVM gain highest accuracy 85.74%, the AUC value is the lowest because the positive samples would be predicted as negative ones because the learned hyperplane of SVM is skewed far from positive side. The duplication of minority in random over-sampling is equal to the corresponding value in over-sampling when the GA converged. But the results of the two methods are different for the reason of the different selection of the minority samples. The experimental results of our method are significantly better than the random sampling method.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a novel sampling method based on GA to rebalance the imbalanced training dataset for SVM. The samples are coded as binary string represented as selected or not. And AUC is employed as the fitness function in GA to evaluate the performance of SVM classifiers. After implemented the method to the imbalanced problem of protein domain boundary, we got the prediction accuracy of about 70% with the AUC value 0.905. The experimental results show that our method is prior to individual SVM and better than random sampling for the imbalanced training dataset.
Some important issues need to be checked as our future work. Replacing GA with other evolution algorithms in sample selection, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and quantum evolutionary algorithm, is the coming works. Designing more suitable genetic operators to accelerate the convergence is another issue. The SVM model complexity strongly depends on the number of surport vectors. When the fraction between support vectors and the training data is close, the sampling method fail and the SVM invalidates for under learning. This need further study.
